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The quality of law subject has been recognized by the juridical order to 
special persons beginning early in Roman law where the notion of 
juridical or moral person has been formed step-by-step. 
In our society the private juridical relations regulation on equality, 
freedom principles of the conscience, opinion and expression, 
independence, integrity and inviolability of the human personality, prints 
new aspects to the juridical capacity content of the private and juridical 
person in our legislation. 
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If we want, and we should do it, to refer to the most important 

legislative moments which settle down the juridical person legal statute, 
we have to start from the incontestable fact that the most important civil 
normative paper - Civil Code of the Old Kingdom - only in some and few 
articles (96, 747, 811, 817) specifies fragmentary dispositions refer to 
juridical persons. The old legislation in general included no regulations for 
this important juridical institution. 

The lacuna wasn’t fulfilled - as we will see in detail - up to 1924 
when intervene Law 21st for juridical persons, adding the provisions of 
Commercial Code. 

Because normally is admitted the juridical personality matter 
belongs - al least regarding the general legal statute of these law subjects - 
civil law, following the example of all other modern codes, it should be in 
the attention of our legislator the normative completion of the law subject 
general theory with proper rules upon juridical person. 
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The roman jurisconsults had hesitated to give a clear definition to the 
notion of legal person, but through the proposed solutions they structured a 
series of characteristics as: the free will, the capacity to assume obligations 
in ones own name, the quality to be holder of the right of property. 

Throughout Dacia, among the legal persons recognized in that 
period we can name the territorial groups like: towns, colonies and different 
colleges (collegia). The legal persons were administered by natural persons 
chosen according to the Statue of Function; they ceased to exist when the 
objective they were created for had been achieved, when their activity had 
contradicted the slavery state order or when so decided by its members due 
to the decreasing of the number of members under the minimum one. It is 
obvious that the roman law had been applied throughout Dacia at that time. 

In the feudalism, the legal (moral) persons were churches, 
monasteries, bishoprics, metropolitan churches, schools, settlements as 
asylums, orphanages and hospitals, fraternities and guilds of craftsmen and 
merchandisers.  

During the fall of the feudalism, the number of commercial 
associations increased a lot due to the evolution of the trade relations. In the 
Caragea Law there is a fragment in which it was stated that ,,the 
comradeship is a kind of community and it is called so when two or more 
people who bargain will put together tha same amounts, with which they 
will bargain, and the profit or loss will be the same for each”. This kind of 
comradeship was regarded as a single legal person, as opposed to the natural 
person. As stipulated in the Caragea Law, the legal persons could be 
classified: the smallest or the biggest societies, that is the merchandiser 
comradeships, the craftsmen guild, monasteries, churches. The importance 
of the different forms of association is revealed also in the law where we 
can find parts specially dedicated to the regulation of such associations: for 
“comradeship” in The Caragea Law III, 14, for ,,contract of comradeship of 
wealth” in The Calimach Code II, chapter 30. 

Coming back to the great legislative reforms imposed by the 
Romanian society objective action to modernization, we reveal it was done 
also from this point of view, a lot of important steps. Even so, in our country 
territory were still in force more rules but new ones were introduced (Law 
21st on Feb.6th ,1924, the juridical persons law, issued in the Official 
Gazette no. 27 on Feb.6th, 1924) and several theories re. to juridical 
personality, which ruled the organization, activity and liquidation of 
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different juridical persons categories. Generally in the juridical persons legal 
statute regulation it was followed up to 1954 the economy of Law 21st / 
1924 which finished in fact the law unification in this territory, realized an 
untouchable juridical progress. The trials to frame this law inside the Civil 
Code up today failed. Acc. to the Law regarding state companies control 
and trading of June 7th , 1924, replaced after by the Law re. to state 
fortune and companies organization and administration on commercial 
basis on March 1929 with ulterior modifications, some of public 
establishments with economic character have been organized upon private 
companies principles so called commercial public administrations. 
Commercial public administrations kept its quality of public establishment 
and remained submitted to administrative juridical regime. There were 
active a lot of mixed companies as commercial character juridical persons, 
being not submitted to an administrative juridical regime, as public 
establishments created through private initiative , associations and 
foundations developing a general interest activity (hospitals, libraries, old 
people homes, etc.). These were submitted in principle to the common right 
regime. However, taking into consideration they were focused on a general 
interest target, some laws provided a favor regime. 

Romanian Civil Code editors considered the collective 
organizations appeared as feudal reminiscence and so they treated them with 
hostility. Even in the art. 1491-1531 of our Civil Code, there is a study of 
civil society, it wasn't granted the juridical personality, but turned it in an 
organism with no public utility. Because this, the important capital civil 
societies used the provisions of art.236 of Commercial Code from 1887, 
which provides the civil societies can borrow the share holder companies 
terms, becoming so juridical persons , keeping the same time, the civil 
character. 

In 1923 it has been a trial to unify the cooperative legislation and in 
1928 it was promulgated the Cooperative Code which - though it has had a 
very short life being abrogated by Law for cooperative organization in 
1929 - defined the cooperative society notion and to settle the fundamental 
rules of its juridical personality. 

Based on the Law for the rural land credit civil societies on June 
27th, 1923, it could constitute this kind of civil society having a juridical 
personality upon properties directly association. 
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The large variety of civil organizations, commercial ones, a.s.o., 
which are focuse on to reach their different purposes in the conditions of a 
full modernization society, have shown the in force rules are no more valid 
in these complex and pretentious conditions. 

In the political, social and economic conditions created after the 2nd 
world war, without the abrogation of the Law 21St on 1924 a new general 
law was adopted namely Decree 31St / 1954 re. to juridical and private 
persons , a normative paper in force also today in its mainly part. 

After the events of December 1989 acc. to the new economical, 
political and social orientations, it starts to elaborate step-by-step a new 
legislation, special for the moment, re. to juridical persons legal statute of 
different categories. 
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